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Abstract: safeMedicate was developed as an English-language web-based system designed to support learning and competence development in solving medication dosage problems. Our purpose was to identify the adaptations necessary to implement safeMedicate for use in Brazil, with an explorative, qualitative design using an adapted Participatory and Iterative Process Framework for Language Adaptation (PIPFLA) process and the Delphi technique with online focus groups. Focus group transcripts were analyzed using content analysis. The main themes were language, visual content, programing, data, and strength. safeMedicate was considered to be acceptable for use in Brazil. Participants perceived that it would be welcomed by faculty and students as a way to address current teaching and practice gaps. Cultural and political barriers should be identified and addressed when adapting material for use in different national contexts.
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1. Introduction

This qualitative study explores the adaptation of safeMedicate (a virtual learning environment for medication dosage calculation problem solving (MDC-PS)) for use in Brazil based on the Delphi technique with nursing professors, practicing nurses, and nursing students by identifying the changes necessary to adapt the educational software. Medication administration is an important, essential nursing function, with the potential for dangerous consequences if errors occur. Competency-based education for personnel charged with medication administration may minimize this threat. Most errors in Brazil relate to prescribing, preparing, and administering medications. These include incorrect doses/overdose (13.2%), the incorrect administration route (11.4%), inadequate drug storage (11.4%), and the incorrect dosage form (e.g., tablets, capsules, ampoules, intravenous infusion crystalloid solutions) (8.8%) [1]. An overdose is the excessive administration of a drug due to incorrect prescription use or incorrect dose preparation or a combination of the two. The error frequency increases close to shift change times, specifically 07.00–08.00 and 19.00–20.00 [2].

These errors illustrate the need to systematically address MDC-PS and drug administration errors. This study addresses this problem through the cross-cultural adaptation of safeMedicate, an evidence-based virtual learning environment. It was developed via sequential translational research and is used worldwide [3]. Translational research links basic research and its clinical application by addressing gaps in knowledge/technology transfer and health professional evaluation [4] using real-world data [5].

UK and USA nursing students using safeMedicate achieved significant improvements in constructing conceptual and calculation competence in MDC-PS [6–11]. The authentic learning environment supports a spectrum of mathematics learning styles by tailoring and
expanding mathematical skills through mental computation, arithmetic, geometry/visual, and algebra [8,12]. The need for an evidence-driven cross-cultural Brazilian safeMedicate adaptation is clear.

Cross-cultural adaptation is more than word-for-word direct translation. A decentering technique is used to interpret meaning [13]. Translation moves beyond grammatical rules and writing conventions to an interpretation informed by socio-cultural and contextual factors [14,15]. We used a combined emic (within-culture) and etic (across-culture) cross-cultural adaptation process [16–19].

safeMedicate is a teaching/learning software with multiple modules and materials. An iterative, multiple step process such as the Participatory and Iterative Process Framework for Language Adaptation (PIPFLA) process is more suitable for adapting educational training as it considers the needs of time, resource constraints, and additional harmonization steps [13,18,20].

Nursing professors, practicing nurses, and nursing students were asked via the Delphi technique to evaluate whether safeMedicate meets Brazilian professional practice, regulation, and political requirements. The Delphi technique is an iterative process using structured group communication to establish a participant consensus [21,22]. We used Real-Time Delphi to present participants’ judgements as real-time online feedback [23] to adapt safeMedicate by addressing the following research question: “Which are the adaptations necessary in safeMedicate for use in Brazil?”

2. Methods

2.1. Design

An explorative, qualitative design was used with an adapted Participatory and Iterative Process Framework for Language Adaptation (PIPFLA) approach. The PIPFLA process is a cross-cultural equivalence model that combines the emic (perspective from inside the system/culture) and etic (viewpoint from outside the system) perspectives. A cross-cultural emic–etic paradigm considers the multiple linguistic and socio-cultural factors. Additionally, PIPFLA considers the different needs in translating an intervention versus a measurement tool [13,18]. The process was adapted to translation sciences recommendations of, instead of back-translation, focusing on the best translation by looking at the two source language texts and evaluating the translation in the target language [24].

Video conferences sought to clarify the teaching video purpose, i.e., to teach students how to access the safeMedicate virtual learning environment and see assessments. This should be done before users finish the evaluation. Semantic and cultural modifications are common in cross-cultural studies, commonly performing psychometric analysis [13,25]. Psychometric analysis is not necessary here because this is not an assessment-scale adaptation but a content analysis exploring the pedagogical changes necessary for safeMedicate usage in Brazil.

Data collection was performed via online Zoom focus groups due to the international nature of the project (United Kingdom, United States, and Brazil). This is an affordable, easy-to-use, video-, voice-, and screen-sharing platform with mobile app access. Participants chose a time most convenient to them considering worldwide time zone differences. This method has been widely adopted after the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak [26,27].

The semi-structured narrative interview guide was adjusted via an iterative process based on new insights from ongoing data analysis throughout data collection. The interview guidelines also varied according to focus group characteristics (language adaptation team, participant panel). Protocols focused on identifying changes necessary for safeMedicate use in Brazil, and participants’ general perceptions of the virtual learning environment (see Tables 1 and 2).
Table 1. Interview guide for language adaptation team.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Remarks/Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction: Hello everybody. my name is X.X. and I will conduct the discussion. Thanks everyone for being here interested in this project. We invited you all to adapt and evaluate safeMedicate software for use in Brazil. This first meeting assess safeMedicate acceptability for use in Brazil. Are there any questions regarding the project purpose?</td>
<td>Before starting the focus group discussion, all participants will be informed about the purpose of the discussion, confidentiality and practical issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During this meeting, I will ask several open questions. Your opinions and view are very important for us. There are no right or wrong answers. Please feel welcome to express yourself freely during the discussion. This video conference will be recorded on zoom software. This is only for purpose of the research, only the research team will listen to the tape. No names or personal information will be used in the report. Some practical issues: the discussion will last for about three hours. We ask you to please switch off your mobile phones. Please give everyone the chance to express their opinion during the conversation. As a moderator, my role is to make sure everyone has a chance to participate. In every group there are people who talk more and people who talk less. So, do not feel offended if I ask you to speak little more or a little less. You can address each other when expressing your opinion, I am only here to assist in the discussion. I will often check for clarification of what is recorded and consensus when necessary. Is everything clear about the course of the focus group discussion?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod: Please share your name and your study subject?</td>
<td>For acquaintance with the participants and to break the ice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you believe safeMedicate is acceptable for use in Brazil? Why?</td>
<td>Evaluate how acceptable would the software be in Brazil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod: Have you had the opportunity to observe similarities and differences in the material?</td>
<td>Validate and obtain more specific information from participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let’s start with the translation of the images from the problems. Based on the differences, what is the best translation for the images?</td>
<td>To evaluate positive and negative aspects of the website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Now moving on to the differences in the documents in Word. What is the best translation for the documents?</td>
<td>These sub-questions will be used to further explore the positive and negative impressions of the website by the participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Following this discussion, do you believe safeMedicate is acceptable for use in Brazil? Why?</td>
<td>Refresh the question in order to gather any lingering ideas or comments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does anyone has any further comments or questions?</td>
<td>Give opportunities to add remarks and suggestions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thank you everyone for your contribution and time. You may contact me by e-mail in case you have any further questions. Hope we will be in touch. Bye.</td>
<td>Conclude focus group.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Interview guide for panel of experts and student/nurse panel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Remarks/Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction: Hello everybody. my name is X.X. and I will conduct the discussion. Thanks everyone for being here interested in this project. We invited you all to adapt and evaluate safeMedicate software for use in Brazil. This first meeting assesses safeMedicate acceptability for use in Brazil. Are there any questions regarding the project purpose?</td>
<td>Before starting the focus group discussion, all participants will be informed about the purpose of the discussion, confidentiality and practical issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During this meeting, I will ask several open questions. Your opinions and view are very important for us. There are no right or wrong answers. Please feel welcome to express yourself freely during the discussion. This video conference will be recorded on zoom software. This is only for purpose of the research, only the research team will listen to the tape. No names or personal information will be used in the report.</td>
<td>For acquaintance with the participants and to break the ice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some practical issues: the discussion will last for about three hours. We ask you to please switch off your mobile phones. Please give everyone the chance to express their opinion during the conversation. As a moderator, my role is to make sure everyone has a chance to participate. In every group there are people who talk more and people who talk less. So, do not feel offended if I ask you to speak little more or a little less. You can address each other when expressing your opinion, I am only here to assist in the discussion. I will often check for clarification of what is recorded and consensus when necessary. Is everything clear about the course of the focus group discussion?</td>
<td>Validate and obtain more specific information from participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod: Please share your name and your study subject?</td>
<td>To evaluate positive and negative aspects of the website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you believe safeMedicate is acceptable for use in Brazil? Why?</td>
<td>These sub-questions will be used to further explore the positive and negative impressions of the website by the participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod: At first, we will focus on “How to Access a safeMedicate Assessment” video and feedback.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What was your general impression of this video?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering the answers to the safeMedicate form, most of you strongly agree that the content was organized and easy to follow. However, how do you think the content may be more organized and easier to follow?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering the answers to the safeMedicate form, most of you strongly agree that the met the learning objectives. However, how do you think the video may meet better the learning objectives?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering the answers to the safeMedicate form, most of you strongly agree that that the content reflected the Brazilian guidelines for medication administration. However, how do you think the video may meet better reflect the Brazilian guidelines?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering the answers to the safeMedicate form, some of you agree that changes are necessary in the video. What would be the changes that you recommend?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Remarks/Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Now we will focus on “How to carry out a safeMedicate Practice Assessment” video and feedback.</td>
<td>Validate and obtain more specific information from participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What was your general impression of this video?</td>
<td>To evaluate positive and negative aspects of the website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering the answers to the safeMedicate form, most of you strongly agree that the content was organized and easy to follow. However, how do you think the content may be more organized and easier to follow?</td>
<td>These sub-questions will be used to further explore the positive and negative impressions of the website by the participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering the answers to the safeMedicate form, most of you strongly agree that the content met the learning objectives. However, how do you think the video may meet better the learning objectives?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering the answers to the safeMedicate form, most of you strongly agree that the content reflected the Brazilian guidelines for medication administration. However, how do you think the video may meet better reflect the Brazilian guidelines?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering the answers to the safeMedicate form, some of you agree that changes are necessary in the video. What would be the changes that you recommend?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Following this discussion, do you believe safeMedicate is acceptable for use in Brazil? Why?</td>
<td>Refresh the question in order to gather any lingering ideas or comments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does anyone have any further comments or questions?</td>
<td>Give opportunities to add remarks and suggestions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thank you everyone for your contribution and time. You may contact me by e-mail in case you have any further questions. Hope we will be in touch. Bye.</td>
<td>Conclude focus group.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Participants and Recruitment

Inclusion criteria to participate included the following:

1. Bilingual committee: Bilingual professionals with healthcare experience (nurses) and a professional translator.
2. Panel of Experts: University nurse professors working for at least 4 years preferably in MDC-PS, and/or clinical practice supervisors and/or clinical nurses.
3. Student/Nurse Panel: Students already undertaking MDC-PS classes or nurses working in clinical practice.

Participants were recruited by convenience sampling via university dean networks, principal researchers’ professional networks, snowball sampling, and social media. A Google form was available for potential participants to answer questions and link their Lattes platform curriculum (Brazilian government information system, www.lattes.cnpq.br, accessed on 22 December 2017). There was an initial sample of 22 nurses and professors for the panel of experts and 45 students/nurses for the student panel. The potential panel of experts’ form responses and curriculum were evaluated against the study inclusion criteria. Fifteen nurses and professors were invited by e-mail. Upon confirmation, an e-mail to identify availability for video conference dates was sent. English fluency was not required for this group. Student panel participants were drawn from a list provided by the panel of experts. Each expert indicated three students and one nurse; 18 students and 6 nurses were invited to the student panel. The first three students and first nurse who committed to participate had access to the safeMedicate Brazilian version. After last-minute cancelations, two members participated (one student and one recently graduated nurse). English fluency was not required.

Six bilingual participants were invited to form the bilingual committee: four professional translators and two nursing professors. One English–Portuguese professional
translator and two bilingual nurse professors committed to participate in the safeMedicate adaptation process. A bilingual committee approach was used to develop the best possible translation. This allowed for mistakes from one committee member to be recognized and corrected by other members [13,28]. Participants knew that the primary investigator was a doctoral candidate developing an international partnership for the virtual learning environment adaptation. Some expert committee members had heard about each other or had worked together. Only participants and researchers were present at the focus groups, which were recorded using Zoom.

2.3. Data Collection

Participants were allocated according to focus group purposes. The bilingual committee’s objective was to produce the best possible translation (English–Portuguese) by merging professional translator and nurse translation documents, and prioritizing an adaptation to Portuguese (target language) considering Brazilian socio-cultural factors. The panel of experts’ objective was to evaluate the translation produced in Portuguese (target language) via critique and suggestions, using governmental and professional guidelines, articles, and standardized medical language. The panel of students/nurses provided a general evaluation of safeMedicate and supplied user feedback and suggestions.

Ideally, focus groups should have 6–10 members, but can range from 4 to 12 [29]. Groups were scheduled with a higher number of invitees but final numbers were smaller than intended. A possible negative focus group outcome is groupthink, when stronger members control or influence other members’ verbalization. It can be overcome by focusing on the potential for learning about the focus and the group [30].

All focus groups showed productive results. Members interacted comfortably to build a consensus through iteration and controlled Delphi feedback [21,22]. The bilingual committee (N = 3) and panel of experts focus group (N = 4) met twice to reach a consensus; the student/professional panel (N = 2) met once. The mean duration of meetings was 68 min. Field notes were made during and after the focus groups. Transcripts were returned to participants for comments and changes. The panel of experts had 16 years of Brazilian nursing work experience, 9.6 years as clinical supervisors of nursing students, and 11 years as nursing professors. Focus groups were conducted between December 2017 and May 2018. Participants received links to the Zoom video conference, safeMedicate material for analysis, and participation instructions. The principal investigator acted as a moderator to ensure participant engagement and asked questions to clarify and validate participants’ comments; this often stimulated feedback or further explanation. Paraphrasing was used to ensure that the data reflected participants’ perspectives as accurately as possible. The investigator was a doctoral candidate at the time, trained in qualitative research and interviewing, and had previously taught Brazilian nursing students for five years.

Saturation was reached at the professors’ second video conference. Their suggestions were either accepted by the software developers or explanations of safeMedicate functions were requested prior to changes. For example, participants suggested a numerical value to indicate student performance to guide both student and professor. The software produces a final report percentage so that students and professors may see how many calculations were made and the calculation error frequency. Participants agreed that this fulfilled the “percentage, numeric” need on the assessment data report.

2.4. Data Analysis

A directed content analysis approach was used on the group video conference call transcripts. Theory or relevant findings guided initial code production in a directed approach [31]. The analysis strategy followed the CDC codebook development method. Coding was done at dispersed locations by two or more individuals [32]. This provided a stable framework for contextual data analysis. Team-based code development supports improved intercoder agreement in adapting and implementing the virtual learning environment.
The primary investigator developed the codebook and, with a secondary coder, independently coded the transcripts. Both identified and sorted statements answering the research question, “Which are the adaptations necessary in safeMedicate for use in Brazil?” Where there was disagreement about a statement’s placement, the primary and secondary investigators recoded the relevant text referencing Brazilian regulatory documents on medication training information.

The codes were derived from a priori and emergent themes. A priori is what researchers expect from the research questions. Emergent themes are codes emerging after data collection, leading to codebook review according to emergent themes and consistency in line with the CDC coding flow diagram [32]. Participant names were protected via assigned pseudonyms during Zoom conference calls (see Table 3 for final themes and subthemes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Brief Definition</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>When to Use</th>
<th>When Not to Use</th>
<th>Example:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Language adaptations</td>
<td>Language adaptations that favor the ability to understand the content</td>
<td>Apply this code to all language/wording change whose focus is to increase the capability of a target-audience to understand the content</td>
<td>Do not use this code if the language change suggestion does not focus on increasing the capability of a target-audience to understand the content</td>
<td>Change “Injectable” to “Injectable (ID, SC, IM)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>Software visualization</td>
<td>Changes suggested to favor software image</td>
<td>Apply this code to all suggestions that favor software visualization/image by the user</td>
<td>Do not use this code if the suggestion does not focus on a better software view.</td>
<td>Example: “font size looked small”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Software content</td>
<td>Changes or additions to software material that favors content comprehension</td>
<td>Apply this code to all ideas that add or change software material to favor target audience comprehension by aligning to protocols, guidelines, or clinical terms.</td>
<td>Do not use this code if the suggestion does not target audience comprehension</td>
<td>“Add the nine rights of medication administration because students learn this way in class”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>Software programming and changes from users perspective of utilizing the software</td>
<td>Suggestions about software programming, adding new functions and regarding users’ action of using the software</td>
<td>Apply this code to all ideas that add new functions to software as well as to suggestions related to software usage</td>
<td>Do not apply this code to ideas that changes only software visual of a function already presented or to comments not related to explicit manipulation of the software</td>
<td>“is it possible to include a smart assessment?” or “needs to scroll up and down to view the entire page”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Data report</td>
<td>Data derived from users of the software</td>
<td>Apply this code to comments related to users data showed in the software</td>
<td>Do not apply this code to ideas that are related to software content.</td>
<td>“is there a final report with percentage of mistakes?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
<td>software strengths</td>
<td>Comments regarding positive aspects of the software</td>
<td>Apply this code to comments related to positive</td>
<td>Do not apply this code to changes requested</td>
<td>“I like that it shows...”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5. Ethical Considerations

The University of South Florida Institutional Review Board (USF IRB) identified the study as a program evaluation method, quality improvement, and/or needs analysis. It was conducted in compliance with the USF IRB Not Human Subjects Research Policy.
3. Results

The main themes were language, visual content, programing, data, and strength (see Figure 1).

Participants made efforts throughout the video conferences to actively collaborate with other participants. Participants clearly perceived it as a collaborative process for all voices to be heard. The researcher asked explicitly about areas for improvement during participant debriefing on using video conferences for focus groups. There was a very positive validation from participants about the process and software used:

No. I thought it was pretty good. It was the first time I used this [Zoom] software and it gives to interact well, see several things at the same time, the chat, the person . . . I have not used before and I thought it is fantastic. No specific detail . . . You were extremely thoughtful, when I entered you were already online in the room . . . I opened the doors with you. It was very quiet [smooth]. I have nothing to suggest (Betony).

3.1. Language

The translation language varied between a succinct format and more detailed format using more words and technical healthcare words. Using a diverse bilingual committee to choose appropriate wording produced the best translated Portuguese version. Portuguese is a dynamic language and the professional translator ensured that translation differences did not interfere with content comprehension.

The translator is more succinct and more direct. [but the nurse] had some technical words and a tendency to explain more detailed (Tulip).

It has to be translated by the word that conveys the necessary understanding, so it’s correct. Does not change in anything the meaning of the phrase, it just gets elegant [. . . ] It got more concise, but it didn’t change. I grant to you [both], because you have the knowledge of the practical language (Violet).

The safeMedicate video material was in Portuguese, but showed how to access the assessment in the website via icons in English. Video conference participants mentioned website and icon language adaptation as crucial for safeMedicate usage in Brazil.

[Check with the software developers on the] possibility of translating this material into Portuguese altogether, [translating the website]. I think it’s suitable the way it is [with the content translated and adapted]. With the exception of that issue of the translation of the [website and icons from English to] Portuguese (Sunflower).
Until these [English] icons are translated. I see a bit difficult at first by having many sectors in English (Lily).

3.2. Language Subtheme: Translation

Video conference discussions explored various specific terms for translation, and focused on wording fitting the reality of Brazilian teaching and practice. The principal investigator clarified the original material’s meaning, differences, and content. Feedback included the following:

Change those names “domain” into “ability” (Betony).
I’m confused about “injectable” and “IV infusions” (Sunflower).

Concerns were raised about including medical terms used in everyday healthcare practice. The translated material was not perceived as an incorrect translation, but it was noted that the language should be tailored for public comprehension and the practice context.

She [professional translator] uses the term “medication request” I would follow more the translation by the nurse who says “medical prescription”. [...] I agree more with “measuring device”. I like it better. Not that it’s wrong, but “instrument” is general. [...] Yes, “no rounding required”. I liked the way the nurse put it, because she used the language she uses in her everyday life [in the healthcare environment]. [...] I would suggest putting “routine medicine”. To be clear the translation is not wrong, it is only the use of language (Tulip).

They also expanded the language comprehension to technical nursing students, and used language that would follow technology development.

Here there is the technical level of nursing that also works with medications. So the clearest and simplest so everyone can understand. [...] I suggest using a language like “take the cursor” [...] because I guess “pass the mouse” will be obsolete [since people are already stopping to use the “computer mouse”] (Tulip).

3.3. Visual

Participants provided a general visual perspective on safeMedicate videos regarding content visualization. They wanted better video quality or more information on the content shown.

Even placing in full screen, it was hard to read (Coneflower).
Replacing the color with symbols or numeric categories (Sunflower).
Oh . . . how cute . . . very interesting [When seeing the syringe plunger move] (Violet).
We do not see the question to know how really is. [...] What is the style of the question. [...] He did not bother to show us the question, but rather the operation as a whole (Jasmine).

They recommended including a results overview on the same screen so that students could see which part was incorrect (calculation, device choice, or device measurement).
For him to know the point he missed, not need to open . . . at the first view, he would know where the error is (Marguerite).

3.4. Content

Further pharmacology information in safeMedicate was requested to align with Brazilian professional practice guidelines and respond to Brazilian professional development needs.

Both in undergraduate and specialization, we perceive a fragility in pharmacology training. [...] Add an informative balloon of pharmacology. (Coneflower)
Having a balloon that the student clicked, stating the indication. [ . . . ] The indication of the medication as an extra option. [ . . . ] is he [the student] wants he watches, if he already dominates the content: he goes into the calculation (Marguerite).

Adding extra materials for consultation in the virtual learning environment was beneficial for safeMedicate users. It reminded them of the Brazilian guidelines, public perceptions of how safeMedicate aligns, and class-taught materials, e.g., the nine rights of medication administration.

I thought on when start the software have an introductory video listing protocol, only as a reminder to the student (Coneflower).

Is there any part of the software that could have these protocols? [ . . . ] it’s not a fundamental thing, but it would be a plus [ . . . ] because if he [the student] has a doubt, he goes there [click in the material] and studies (Marguerite).

We use the international protocols anyway [ . . . ] including the right nine [in safeMedicate system], would be closer to the reality of our students here in Brazil (Sunflower).

Not clear to us [whether the software follows] the Brazilian guidelines (Jasmine).

3.5. Programming

Participants suggested how safeMedicate could be adapted to appeal to future users.

We need to think about leaving the product attractive to the student so that he walks in the process and this does not get tiresome, boring, [ . . . ] increasing the numbers of problems and the degree of difficulty (Coneflower).

Intelligent test. That will increase the difficulty and stay on top of the mistakes to test you [test the user of the software] (Marguerite).

Video conferences highlighted the need for safeMedicate to use resources flexibly and align with diverse technological contexts in Brazilian universities and healthcare facilities. Hospital units [are] more accessible in terms of resources available because there are already computers [in the site]. Diversification to be acceptable depending on the university situation for teaching, (different technology platforms favors access) (Tulip).

Concern about peoples’ ability to use the technology was raised, as well as making the virtual learning environment available as a mobile app.

But not everyone has facility in technology [deal with technology easily]. By cell phone would be something … easier to access. A more portable way. [ . . . ] computer is much more complex and involves a lot more system stuff than software as an app. Having the software on the cell phone would help these people who don’t have this technological handling because it’s an easier tool to use. We live in a totally technological era. And tends to increase. So even people who are not adept at technology end up having to undergo technology [use] even for their own survival, either for academic or work reasons. People with smartphone use that technology every day to call a child or husband (Jasmine).

I have some doubts about the software not accompanying the smartphone (Lily).

The principal investigator explained that the virtual learning environment could be accessed via a cell phone web browser. This raised speed and data usage concerns.

There is no way to pick up a software and reduce it in a short time, but it would be a very valid option. [ . . . ] We know that it can be accessed through the internet by the smartphone, but we also know that the internet of the smartphone is not as
as an app regarding data usage [. . . ] is completely different. Even because if it is something very heavy you take a lot of time to download and etc. So this question has to be well studied, because it runs the risk of software coming and not be so accessed or well accepted by the difficulty that would have in accessing it. Even because not everyone has a computer under the arm, not everyone has a data package on the smartphone with a reasonably accessible speed to sites that size. Among other things (Jasmine).

This concern is valid for target population access and the use of safeMedicate considering Brazilian data usage and charges. Reducing tabs or having an intuitive menu with images would avoid the “pass the mouse, open the menu” function, and increase user satisfaction.

There are so many tabs in the menu [. . . ] if it didn’t have so many subfolders. I believe that even being in Portuguese still would have some difficulty. Implementation of images to the menu get more didactic and easy. Be something more objective so that you can access what is your goal faster [reach the tab you intend to access faster]. [. . . ] this software is coming to be a facilitator, so this needs to be quick and easy to reach the goal more effectively. Sometimes we can have ten links, but if they are focused it turns out well without difficulty (Jasmine).

In some applications [programs] this part of you just passing the mouse over gives some bugs [problems] [. . . ] being unnecessary stress (Lily).

3.6. Data

The theme came from suggestions about the software display of performance statistics to align user comprehension and expectations and allow easy follow-up on students’ main needs.

In the Brazilian reality, the Brazilian students are stuck to the grade (Coneflower).

I wouldn’t put as color, I would put as a numerical scale from zero to ten. [. . . ] either in percentage or numerical scale. As much feedback to the student and to us [the teacher]. We have to know “this student is having difficulty at this point” (Marguerite).

3.7. Strength

safeMedicate’s strengths and positive perspectives were a frequent emerging theme incorporated into the codebook after coder review. The video format used to present content was considered beneficial to users’ comprehension, aligned with the authentic virtual environment for syringe choice and usage.

Found the entire tool [safeMedicate] easy to access (Coneflower).

Good visualization of [syringe] graduation number. I think [the video] is very clear, very explanatory, the voice of narration is good, the diction is good. [. . . ] The same observation of the other video because one complements the other (Marguerite).

Technology being used much more often in the classrooms. This tool [safeMedicate] can be even an ally of the teacher within the classroom. [. . . ] It seems you are handling the syringe (Betony).

I really liked the appearance, the syringe, the plunger, the ease of you seeing the syringe units, choosing the ideal syringe, the medication, the dosage and all (Sunflower).

I really liked [safeMedicate] I think it will be very useful (Tulip).

[safeMedicate] was very well thought out and planned aiming at the study of [drug calculation] skills (Jasmine).
But the [opportunity to] practice generates the possibility of performing with a greater ease to improve customer service and avoid mistakes. Used within the institutions as a new discipline [ . . . ] along with semiology and semitechnical (Lyli).

The availability of the problem and tools in one screen was also mentioned.

Can see everything that will be necessary for the realization of the calculation (Betony).

Product suitability for Brazil was frequently mentioned, particularly regarding learning opportunities beyond classrooms, allowing for calculation skills repetition. Opportunity for repetition was a positive safeMedicate characteristic in all video conferences. Using technology to teach MDC-PS skills was seen as a way to address current teaching method gaps, particularly as the implementation of nurse prescribing is being considered in Brazil.

Suitable for use in Brazil, it is a tool that facilitates learning not only in the classroom as other spaces (Betony).

We are seeing that [our classroom, traditional teaching methods] are not responding to the problems of our students, they feel the need to build their own knowledge and I think the arrival of these applications [software] only tends to enrich our methodology (Sunflower).

I think showing the necessity here [ . . . ] the gap exists. Especially that nursing that is planned to install in Brazil requires the pharmaceutical prescription. So knowledge in the area of pharmacology and medication calculation only comes to add (Tulip).

We only pay [register in discipline] that has this calculation in one or two disciplines of the university [ . . . ] then it becomes vacant, because whether you want or not everything that involves mathematics is practical . . . you have to be there practicing daily (Jasmine).

safeMedicate would also stimulate users’ independence for knowledge development. Introducing the virtual aid tool concept to teachers and students was considered important.

Also to make our students become more independent is the search for their own knowledge and we really work and participate as facilitator of this process (Sunflower).

I already see a very strong viability, but it’s because I’m already getting to know how to use it. [ . . . ] there’s a certain lack of notion what a virtual aid is (Tulip).

Finally, safeMedicate’s potential importance to different healthcare professionals was acknowledged.

Very good teaching and practice tool for those who are working in that area. Be it doctors, residents, nurses, nursing assistants . . . people who need to practice something and have no opportunity to do it firsthand (Violet).

4. Discussion

This participatory and iterative process focused on identifying the adaptations necessary in the software that provides a virtual learning environment for medication calculation and problem solving (safeMedicate) for use in Brazil. The participants identified changes related to language, visual content, programming, and strength. These findings will guide the adaptations of the remaining modules, material, website, and icons related to other care environments. Examples would be pediatric dosage calculations, oncology dose calculation and proportion, and other content requiring titration.

These results also suggest areas that other virtual learning programs should consider for improvement. This is because solemn translations are insufficient to address the user’s needs, improve their understanding, and make the program relevant to their professional
practice [18,20]. The suggestion of adapting the grading system in safeMedicate to Brazil, for example, was a cultural recommendation. This improves users' understanding of the software feedback on assessment data reports, as the majority of students and teachers are used to a numerical 0–10 or 0–100 system.

These findings also show that, in addition to linguistic and cultural translation, the specialized viewpoint provides an invaluable technical perspective. While one translation document was developed by a nurse following established nomenclature guidelines from the government and professional associations, the second translation version was created by a professional translator (who was not a healthcare professional). Both versions were assessed side-by-side with the source language texts by the bilingual committee. The bilingual committee agreed that the standardized nomenclature used by the nurse was preferred over the language-equivalent translation. However, the semantics used by the professional translator made the text easier to read. Merging both created the best translation from the source document: a text with semantics for easy understanding and appropriate technical nomenclature. This adapted PIPFLA process supports the translation sciences' suggestion to focus on a target language translation rather than back-translation [24], as well as previous evidence that an expert committee helps to ensure accurate content [33].

safeMedicate can be used by multiple professions, such as pharmacologists and dentists. The committee of experts also saw in the software an opportunity to address gaps in nursing education to improve drug calculation skills. This is because advanced practice nursing programs are undergoing expansion in Brazil [34,35].

A challenge that safeMedicate could face is being formally recognized by professional associations. In order to overcome this barrier, the expert committee recommended using safeMedicate in conjunction with classroom education (not in place of classroom time). Their concern about emphasizing this message aligns with the trend in Brazil of questioning distance education for the nursing profession. To clarify, although distance education is an emerging trend globally, especially after the pandemic, the Federal Board of Nursing of Brazil unanimously rejects distance nursing education. In an official letter published in April 2022, the Federal Board of Nursing clarified that emergency remote teaching is provisional, limited to the period of the health crisis, which is different from distance education, because it transfers face-to-face activities to a virtual environment for a specific time, prioritizing the dialogical relationship between teacher and student [36].

Therefore, the term “Emergency Remote Teaching” (Ensino Remoto Emergencial, ERE) was crafted to differentiate from “Distance Education” (Ensino a Distância, EaD) due to differences in legislation, planning, investments, and the training of teachers in digital technologies [37]. During Emergency Response Teaching, students stated that they missed the in-person exchange of experiences. However, they were split between returning to in-person classes and engaging in a hybrid format [38], which shows a preference for virtual usage.

safeMedicate favors accessibility and repetition, aligning with the usage of web-based software to facilitate teaching and research [39], similar to other educational [40] and therapeutic [41] experiences developed during the pandemic in Brazil. However, the pandemic also reinforced the importance of virtual accessibility to ensure access to education, as there is still a digital gap in Brazil’s urban and rural areas [42,43]. Therefore, safeMedicate and other online software programs need to consider data usage as a limiting user factor, which can be overcome by developing an app with offline access to exercises (as suggested by the student/nurse panel).

5. Conclusions

Beyond reporting safeMedicate as acceptable in Brazil, members welcomed it as a way to address current teaching and practice gaps for professional nursing development. It is important to consider that cultural and political barriers will exist when adapting material between different nations. It is therefore crucial to not only observe the standardized
language and protocols established by the government and professional associations of the country, but also consider how they regulate healthcare and education so that software (e.g., safeMedicate) is adapted/used accordingly.

**Study Strengths and Limitations**

Technical difficulties arose during the video conference, with one participant unable to turn on the microphone due to computer technical problems. However, by sending voice messages to the principal investigator to communicate with the group, he ensured his participation. Providing access to video prior to translating written documents is important for proper word choices applicable to the software. Hence, the importance of alignment with software developers is highlighted.
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